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The Monarch County Sheriff's Office (MCSO) is a sheriff's office that serves northeast Montana. It
is headquartered in Lame Deer. The agency is under the jurisdiction of the Montana Highway
Patrol, a division of the Montana Department of Public Safety. The office has 47 employees. The
office was founded in 1907 and was named for territorial and state counties formed in the 1884
Fort Benton Agreement, which named three counties for the Missouri River Councils of trade, the
Iron Coalition and the Sisseton tribes. The MCSO provides the local law enforcement services for
23 counties. They are bounded by the state counties of Broadwater County, Blackfeet County,
Browning, Carter County, Cascade County, Stillwater County, and Wibaux County. References
Category:Sheriffs' departments of MontanaQ: What browsers support HTTP2 now? We are
implementing HTTP2 in our commercial product. The idea is that HTTP2 is able to reduce latency
and bandwidth. I'm having a difficult time researching what browsers on a desktop support HTTP2
(or at least use it). This is the list I have so far - which one is best supported? A: Note that HTTP2
isn't a standard yet - it is expected to be released in 2017. When the standard is released there
will be wide browser and server adoption and as result HTTP2 will be supported by most modern
web browsers and servers. Edit: since you have put the list of supported browsers on caniuse.com
into the question here are their answers. The tables are inverted to sort Browser > Version. IE 9+
(last tested in mid-2016) Edge 13+ (current version as of Sept 2016) iOS 9+ (testing in early
2017) Safari Chrome 10 Safari Chrome 10+ Firefox 29+ Firefox 29+ IE 11 Safari Chrome 10+
Firefox 29+ Chrome 30+ Firefox 29+ Firefox 35
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